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Abstract. Communication has been one of the salient issues in the research on
concurrent and distributed systems. This holds no less for the research on multi-
agent systems. Over the last few years the study of agent communication, and in
particular the semantics of agent communication, has attracted increased interest.
The present paper provides an introduction to this area. Since agent communi-
cation builds upon concepts and techniques from concurrency theory, we start
by giving a short historical overview that covers shared-variable concurrency,
message-passing, rendezvous, concurrent constraint programming andagent com-
munication. Standard approaches of agent communication identify three different
layers: a content layer, message layer and communication layer. To this model
we add an extra level, namely the layer of the multi-agent system. Subsequently,
we discern three approaches in developing the semantics of programming lan-
guages: the axiomatic, operational and denotational approach. Additionally, we
discuss semantic aspects of agent communication, including communication his-
tories, compositionality, observable behaviour, failure sets and full abstractness.
We illustrate these issues by means of the framework ACPL (Agent Communica-
tion Programming Language). Finally, we briefly consider the specification and
verification of agent communication.

1 Introduction

The introduction of novel application areas has urged the development of new program-
ming concepts and techniques to assist both the programmer and end-user in managing
the inherent complexity of computer software. A concept that plays a prominent role in
the research of the late 1990s and the beginning of the third millennium is that of an
agent. This concept has found its shape in the field of artificial intelligence and builds
upon notions from other disciplines of research as philosophy, economics, sociology
and psychology. Although in artificial intelligence, there is no real consensus on what
exactly constitutes an agent, there are some generally accepted properties attributed to
it. In fact, this can also be said about a related notion from computer science, namely
that of anobject, which over the years, despite a lack of consensus on its definition,
nonetheless has proven to be a successful concept for the design of a new generation of
programming languages.

In short, anagentis an autonomous entity that shows both a reactive and pro-active
behaviour by perceiving and acting in the environment it inhabits [47]. Moreover, it has
a social ability to interact with other agents in multi-agent systems, like the capability
to share knowledge through communication, to coordinate its activities with those of
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other agents, to cooperate with other agents or to compete with them. In the stronger
conception of agency, an agent is additionally assumed to have a mental state consisting
of informationalattitudes, like knowledge and belief, as well asmotivationalattitudes,
like goals, desires and intentions. In other words, rather than being thought of as a
computational entity in the traditional sense, an agent is viewed upon as amore elaborate
software entity that embodies particular human-like characteristics. For instance, an
issue in the rapidly growing research area of electronic commerce, is the study whether
agents can assist humans in their tedious tasks of localising, negotiating and purchasing
goods [32]. In general, negotiation activities comprise the exchange of information of
a highly complex nature, requiring the involved parties to employ high-level modalities
as knowledge and belief about the knowledge and belief of the other parties. Moreover,
more elaborate negotiations also involve aspects of argumentation to explain the reasons
why particular offers are proposed.

We could say that emerging novel application areas require the development of new
programming paradigms, since the emphasis of programming involves a shift from the
traditional performance ofcomputationstowards the employment of the more involved
concepts ofinteractionandcommunication. In particular, in the new paradigms, the
central focus is on computer programs that interact and communicate at a higher level
of abstraction. That is, rather than a mere exchange of low-level data, communication
between agents can for instance involve propositions that are believed to be true or false,
actions that are requested to be performed and goals that are to be achieved.

Over the last fewyears thestudyofagent communication, and inparticular theseman-
tics of agent communication, has attracted increased interest. The present paper provides
an introduction to the area. It is organised as follows. In Section 2, we give a short his-
toric overview of the research on communication in concurrent programming languages
that covers shared-variable concurrency, message-passing, rendezvous, concurrent con-
straint programming and agent communication. We discuss the standard model of agent
communication, which consists of a content layer, message layer and communication
layer. To this model we add one extra level, namely the layer of the multi-agent system.
Subsequently, in Section 3, we discern three approaches for developing the semantics
of agent communication: the axiomatic, operational and denotational approach. Finally,
in Section 4, we discuss compositionality, observability, specification and verification
of agent communication.

2 From Shared Variables to Agent Communication

In our conception, the study of agent communication can be thought of as a next step in a
long history of research on concurrent programming languages. Over the years the area
of concurrency theory has produced many concepts, mechanisms and techniques for
a clear understanding of the concurrency and communication aspects of programming
languages. We give an overview.

2.1 Shared Variable Concurrency

In the early days, research on programming languageswas concernedwith languages for
sequentialprogramming. Characteristic of a sequential program is that its computation
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startswith theexecutionof the first actionafterwhich controlmovesalong thesubsequent
actions of the program as dictated by the programming constructs. In other words, the
execution of a sequential program is given by a single thread of control.

Later on, in the mid 1960s, people began to develop and study programming lan-
guages for computer systems in which execution is not a sequential process but where
instead, different activities can occur concurrently. In particular, in a program of acon-
currentprogramming language one cannot discern a single thread of control; there are
multiple active processes each of which is governed by its individual thread. In com-
parison with sequential languages, programs in a concurrent programming language are
far more complex. This is due to the fact that the concurrently operating processes of a
program should be coordinated in such a way that they can cooperate with each other,
but on the other hand their individual computations do not interfere.

Among the first programming languages for concurrent systems are the ones devel-
oped forshared variableconcurrency [11]. According to this paradigm, a program is
composed of a set of concurrent processes that communicate by means of a collection
of shared variables. One of the key problems encountered for these languages is that
it should be prohibited for different processes to have simultaneous access to the same
variables. In other words, their activities need to be coordinated, for if they do have
simultaneous access to a particular variable then unexpected behaviour can occur. This
is illustrated in the following example.

Example 1.(Simultaneous access)
Suppose that the execution of an actionx := e consists of an evaluation of the expression
e after which the computed value is assigned to the variablex. Consider a program that
consists of two concurrently executing processesA andB, which are defined as follows:

A ≡ x := x+ 1
B ≡ x := x+ 2.

ProcessA increases the value ofx by 1, while processB increases it with2. If the
initial value of the variablex is equal to0, we would expect that its resulting value is3.
However, consider the following scenario. The processA computes the value ofx+ 1
and finds it to be equal to1. Before it assigns this value to the variablex, the other
processB executes the actionx := x+2. The evaluation of the expressionx+2 yields
the value2, which is subsequently assigned to the variablex. Meanwhile, the agentA
finishes its execution by overwriting the current value2 of x by the value1. Thus, in this
scenario, the final value ofx is equal to1 instead of the expected value3.

In general, for each of the processes in a program for shared-variable concurrency, one
can identifycritical sectionsin which it is necessary that the process has exclusive access
to particular shared data. Correspondingly, it should be ensured that only a restricted
subset (typically, justoneprocess) is executing its critical section at the same time.
Many techniques have been developed for the synchronisation of processes that have
shared data, among which the most prominent ones aresemaphores[12] andmonitors
[27]. In real life, a semaphore allows only a restricted number of trains on a particular
railroad track. In a computer, it allows only a restricted number of processes to be in
their critical section. A monitor not only defines the procedures that can be invoked
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to operate on a particular set of shared variables, but also coordinates the execution of
these procedures. Thus, a monitor can be thought of as implementing a screen around
the shared procedures and data.

2.2 Distributed Programming

Next in the development of concurrent programming languages are the ones developed
for computer systems inwhich processes do not operate on a sharedmemory but, instead,
are distributed over multiple sites. Characteristic for adistributed programis that its
computation is split up into smaller computations, each of which is delegated to one of
the distributed processes. For these processes to be able to interact, they should have the
possibility to exchange their computed results among each other. In the research on such
distributedprogramming languages, which started in the1970s, aprominent place is held
by the languages of the Communicating Sequential Programming paradigm (csp) [28],
like occam [29]. In csp, interaction between the distributed processes is accomplished via
an underlying communication network that connects the different sites, along which the
processes can exchange messages with each other. Since there are no shared variables,
the synchronisation issues for mutual exclusion, as sketched above, do not arise in a
distributedenvironment.However, other problems remain, like, for instance, theproblem
that in a distributed program, processes can be waiting for particular data to arrive that
however will never be supplied. In other words, it should be ensured that a distributed
program is free from the possibility ofdeadlock. In a situation of deadlock, the execution
of a program is blocked because none of its processes can proceed. A typical cause of
deadlock is the fact that all processes are waiting foranotherprocess to make the next
move, such that consequently no process can make a next step. This issue is illustrated
in the following example.

Example 2.(Deadlock)
Let us consider a distributed programming language that comprises actionsc!e andc?x
for communication between processes. The execution of the former action consists of
evaluating theexpressioneafterwhich thecomputedvalue is sent alongacommunication
channelc. The execution of the latter action consists of receiving a particular value along
the communication channelc, which is subsequently assigned to the variablex. Consider
a concurrent program that is comprised of the two processesA andB, which are defined
as follows:

A ≡ c?x · d!f(x)
B ≡ d?y · c!g(y),

where · denotes sequential composition. The processA first receives a value along
the communication channelc. After that, it applies the functionf to this value, and
subsequently sends it along the channeld. Concurrently, the processB first receives a
value along the channeld that is assigned to the variabley. The functiong is subsequently
applied to the variabley, which yields a result that is sent along the channelc. However,
the processes find themselves in a deadlock situation; that is, the first step of the execution
of A is to receive a value along the channelc. This value can be supplied by processB,
but not until this process has received a value along the communication channeld. The
latter value can be provided by the agentA in turn, but only after it has received a value
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alongc. Consequently, neither of the processes can proceed as each of them is waiting
for the other process to make the first move.

Writing concurrent programs that are free from deadlock is by noway an easy task, since
deadlock situations may not present themselves as obviously as in the above example.
Therefore, various techniques have been developed to enable a profound analysis of the
behaviour of concurrent programs.

There are two types of communication. The first one is calledsynchronouscommuni-
cation, like in csp,which corresponds to a formof communication inwhich a process that
wants to communicate a particular data item to another process, waits until the recipient
is ready to receive it. The second kind of communication is referred to asasynchronous
communication, which denotes a form of communication in which a process sends a
particular data item irrespective of the current status of the recipient. That is, if at the
moment of communication, the latter process is not ready to process the message, this
message is, for instance, temporarily stored in a buffer from which it can be extracted
as soon as the recipient is able to handle it.

2.3 Concurrent Object-Oriented Programming

In the practice of writing programs in the above distributed programming languages,
an important pattern of interaction appeared to be that between a client and a server
process: the client wants a particular task to be performed and the server is able to do
this. The interaction pattern between these two processes comprises the communication
of a message from the client to the server, followed by a suspension of the client and
the execution of the corresponding task by the server. After completion of the task, the
computed result is sent to the client that subsequently resumes its computation.

This two-way exchange of data between a client and a server can be implemented in
csp via two synchronous communication steps. In the first step, data is communicated
from the client to the server, while the second step comprises the communication of data
from the server to the client. In the meantime, the execution of the client is blocked.
Normally, one server handles requests from multiple clients, each of which has its own
communication channels that connect it to the server. Due to all these concurrent inter-
actions, it can become quite hard for a programmer to keep understanding what is going
on. This led to the introduction of the concept of arendezvous[4], which collects the
above steps of the interaction between a client and a server into one compound program-
ming construct. This delivers the programmer from defining each individual step of the
interaction.

The concept of aremote procedure call[7] is almost similar to that of a rendezvous.
However, in a remote procedure call, an entirely new server process is created to handle
the call. The client process can thus be viewed upon as performing the corresponding
procedure itself; the execution only takes place at a remote site.

The rendezvous communication mechanism has been adopted in a new genera-
tion of distributed programming languages, which are the languages forconcurrent
object-oriented programming[2]. In this paradigm, a program consists of a collection
of processes, which are calledobjects. These objects have their own set of variables
and additionally are assigned a set of methods that can be invoked to operate on these
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variables. In fact, an object gives rise to a form ofdata encapsulation, since other objects
can inspect and change the state of the object only through the invocation of one of its
methods. Typical examples of this paradigm are the object-oriented languages of [1],
which are inspired by the actor model of computation [25], and the language pool [3].
The latter language has been designed to program populations of concurrently operating
objects that dynamically evolve over time. That is, in this language, objects have the
capability to create new objects, which causes the object population to increase. Com-
munication between the objects takes place via method invocations, which are based on
the rendezvous communication mechanism.

2.4 Concurrent Constraint Programming

In addition to the above paradigms forproceduralprogramming, we consider the related
research area ofdeclarativeprogramming. In essence, a declarative program specifies a
particular problem that needs to be solved. The execution of the program then amounts
to finding a solution for it. One class of concurrent declarative languages are the concur-
rent versions of the logic programming language prolog [21, 42], like for instance the
language parlog [10].

At the end of the 1980s, the Concurrent Constraint Programming (ccp) [36] was
developed, which presents a new perspective on the underlying philosphy of logic pro-
gramming. In constraint programming, a problem is expressed declaratively by means
of a set of constraints on variables; Any solution to the problem must satisfy all these
constraints. The paradigm assumes as input a particular constraint system, which is an
abstract model of information. A constraint system consists of a a set of basic pieces of
information that are expressed in a constraint language (such as a decidable fragment of
first-order logic), which can be combined bymeans of a conjunction operator. Moreover,
the constraint system contains a particular ordering relation of the constraints. Examples
of constraints are:z − y = x, x+ y ≥ 4 andP (x, y) ∧R(y, x).

The revolutionary starting point of ccp is that it abandons the traditionalmemory-
as-valuationconcept of von Neumann-computing, which underlies the traditional pro-
gramming languages. In the traditional view, thememory of a computer is an assignment
of values to variables. However, in ccp, computation is based upon a novel view, namely
the view of the comuter memory as aconstrainton the range of values that variables can
take. The idea is that this constraint is refined over and over again, until it represents the
final result of the computation.

The computational model of ccp is based upon a set of concurrently operating pro-
cesses that communicate with each other by means of a global store. This store is repre-
sented bya conjunction of constraints that express partial information on the values of the
variables that are involved in their computations. The idea is that the multiple processes
refine the partial information by adding new constraints to the store, until ultimately,
the store contains the final solution to the problem. An example of an implemented
concurrent constraint programming language is the language Oz [41].

In ccp, the operationtell(ϕ) is used to add a constraintϕ to the store. In order for
the processes to communicate and synchronise with each other, there is an additional
operationask(ϕ) that is used to test if the store entails the constraintϕ. If the test
succeeds then the corresponding process resumes its execution, otherwise its execution
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is suspended untilϕ is indeed entailed by the store through updates by other processes.
So, a process that executesask(x ≥ 1) to ask for the informationx ≥ 1, can can resume
its execution after for instance, two other processes have executedtell(x+y ≥ 4) and
tell(y = 3), respectively.

The introduction of the ccp paradigm means an important step in the research on
concurrent programming, because it yields a novel view on programming. Instead of
the manipulation of variables, which is characteristic for the imperative languages, pro-
gramming in this paradigm amounts to the computation withinformation.

2.5 Agent Communication

In our opinion, the study of programming languages for multi-agent systems can be
thought of as a next step in the research on concurrent programming languages. An
essential aspect of multi-agent systems is that communication between agents proceeds
at a higher level of abstraction in comparison with for instance object-oriented systems.
That is, in object-oriented programming, an object is an encapsulated unit of data, with
which other objects can interact through an invocation of one of its methods. Communi-
cation between agents takes place at a higher level of abstraction, involving propositions
that are believed to be true or false, actions that are requested to be executed and goals
that are to be achieved. One of the first proposed agent-oriented programming languages
is the language agent-0 [39] in which agents are directly programmed in terms of mental
concepts as their beliefs, capabilities and commitments. Other programming languages
followed, like the languages placa [44], concurrent metatem [20], desire [9], agentspeak
[35] and 3apl [26].

With respect to their communication aspects, there is a close connection between
the paradigm of concurrent constraint programming and the field of multi-agent pro-
gramming. In both paradigms, the communication ofinformationplays a central role.
However,whereas ccp is suited for processes that communicatewith eachother bymeans
of a global store, in multi-agent systems, agents are typicallydistributedover multiple
sites [8].

One of the topics of current research on agent communication is the development
of standardagent communication languagesthat enable agents from different platforms
to interact with each other on a high level of abstraction [31, 40]. The most prominent
communication languages are the language kqml [18] and the language fipa-acl [19,
33]. In essence, an agent communication language provides a set of communication acts
that agents in a multi-agent system can perform. The purpose of these acts is to convey
information about an agents own mental state with the objective to effect the mental
state of the communication partner.

Communication actions of agent communication languages are comprised of a num-
ber of distinct layers. Figure 1 depicts the three-layer model of kqml. The first layer of
kqml consists of the informational content of the communication action. This content is
expressed in some agreed-upon language, like a propositional, first-order or some other
knowledge representation language. This correpsponds to the constraint language of ccp.
The second layer of the communication action expresses a particular attitude towards
the informational content in the form of a speech act. Examples of speech acts aretell
to express that the content is believed to hold,untell to express thatϕ is not believed to
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Content

mechanics of communication

speech act type

expression in an agreed
upon language

Fig. 1.Layers of the agent communication language kqml

hold orask to ask whether the content is believed to hold. Finally, the third layer deals
with the mechanics of communication, involving aspects like the channel along which
the communication takes place and the direction of the communication (that is, sent or
received).

An example of a communication action is:c ! ask(p). The content layer of the
action consists of the propositionp, the message layer of the speech actask and the
communication layer of the communication channelc and the operator ‘!’. As noted, the
operator ‘!’ indicates that the message is sent along the communication channel, while
the anticipated receipt of messages is indicated by the operator ‘?’.

For a clear understandingof agent communicationwefind it important not to consider
communication actions in isolation, but to study them in the larger context of the multi-
agent system in which they are performed. In this larger context, we can study aspects of
conversations and dialogues, such as the specific order in which communication actions
are executed, the conditions under which they take place and the effects they have on
the (mental) states of the agents that are involved (see also [23]).

Therefore, we add one extra level to the three-layer model of kqml, namely the layer
of themulti-agent system. We consider multi-agent systems that are defined in terms of
a programming language. We assume the programming language to contain basic pro-
gramming concepts, such as actions to examine and manipulate an agent’s mental state,
the aforementioned communication actions for interaction between agents, operators
to make complex agent programs such as sequential composition ‘·’, non-deterministic
choice ‘+’, parallel composition ‘&’ and recursion and finally, operators to combine
individual agent programs to form multi-agent programs like parallel composition ‘||’.

3 Semantic Approaches

One of the most prominent issues in the study of agent communications concerns their
semantics. The current situation is that agent communication languages like kqml and
fipa-acl are not fully understood from a semantical point of view [46].

In this paper, we consider some essential semantic aspects of agent communication.
We will do this on the basis of ACPL (Agent Communication Programming Language),
which is a formal framework that identifies basic aspects of agent communication [13–
17]. In contrast to the languages fipa-acl and kqml, ACPL is supported by a semantic
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foundation. The computational model of ACPL consists of an integration of the two dif-
ferent paradigms of ccp (Concurrent Constraint Programming) and csp (Communicating
Sequential Processes). The constraint programming techniques are used to represent and
process information, whereas the communication mechanism of ACPL is described in
terms of the synchronous handshaking mechanism of csp.

We consider each of the four layers of agent communication. We start with the se-
mantics of the content layer. Following constraint programming, in ACPL, information
from the content layer is represented in terms of a constraint system. A constraint sys-
tem is an abstract model of information. For the current purposes one can think of it as
a set of basic pieces of information, which can be combined to form complexer con-
straints by means of a conjunction operator∧. For instance, constraints can be formulas
from propositional logic, likep andp → q. Constraints are ordered by means of an
information-ordering. For instance,q contains less information thanp ∧ (p → q). Usu-
ally, the reverse of the information-ordering is considered, which is called the entailment
relation, denoted as�. For instance, we havep ∧ (p → q) � q. The entailment relation
defines the semantics of the content layer.

The second layer of agent communication involves speech act types. We assume an
extension of the entailment relation of the constraint system that includes speech acts.
For instance, given the constraintsψ andϕ, we can stipulate:

untell(ϕ) � untell(ψ) ⇔ ψ � ϕ,
which expresses the anti-monotonicity of the speech actuntell. So, for instance, we
haveuntell(p) � untell(p ∧ q), or in other wordsuntell(p ∧ q) contains less
information thanuntell(p). Other stipulations are for instance:

tell(¬ϕ) � untell(ϕ)
untell(ϕ) �� tell(¬ϕ),

which express some possible relations between the speech actstell anduntell. The
reason whyuntell(ϕ) does not entailtell(¬ϕ) is that an agent can believe neitherϕ
nor¬ϕ to hold.

The third layer involves the communication channel and the direction of communi-
cation. There are many sorts of communication channels like one-to-one, one-to-many,
many-to-one and many-to-many channels. Usually, we will consider one-to-one chan-
nels that have a unique sender and recipient associated with them. At this level, we
consider the interplay between sending and anticipating the receipt of communication
actions. In ACPL, the basic communication mechanism is synchronous. A synchronous
communication step consists of a handshake between an agent that performs a commu-
nication action of the formc ! speech act1(ϕ1) and an agent that performs a matching
communication act of the formc ? speech act2(ϕ2) along the same channelc. For
them to match it is required that the sent messagespeech act1(ϕ1) contains at least
as much information as the message that is anticipated to be received, or in terms of the
entailment relation:

speech act1(ϕ1) � speech act2(ϕ2).

For instance, employing theabove-mentioned relationsbetween thespeechactstelland
untell, we have thatc ! tell(¬p)matches withc ? untell(p), butc ! untell(p) does
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not match withc ? tell(¬p). By means of the synchronous communication mechanism
different forms of asynchronous communication can be modelled, such as for instance
sending a question without waiting for its answer (see [17] for more details).

Finally, we consider the semantics of the fourth layer. This layer consists of the con-
text in which the communication actions take place: the multi-agent system. We assume
multi-agent systems to be developed in terms of a particular programming language. The
semantics of programming languages provide a rigorousmathematical description of the
meaning of their symbols. An important motive to develop the semantics of a program-
ming languages is that it defines a precise standard for its implementations. Moreover,
the semantics allows us to study and understand the interplay between communication
acts and the programming constructs.

Before we continue let us consider some simple examples.

Example 3.(Semantic distinctions)
The semantics of an agent communication language among others should allow us to
identify in what ways (if at all) the following programs differ:

(1) c ! tell(p) · c ! tell(q)
(2) c ! tell(q) · c ! tell(p)
(3) c ! tell(p ∧ q)
(4) c ! tell(p ∧ q) + c ! tell(p)

In ACPL, (1) and(2) have a different meaning because of the different order in which
messages are exchanged. Programs(1) and(3) semantically differ because of the differ-
ent number of exchangedmessages. However, and thismay be to some readers’ surprise,
there are circumstances under which there is no semantic difference between(3) and
(4). We will come back to this issue later when we discuss full abstractness.

In the research on semantics of programming languages, there are several different
methods to provide a language with a semantics [24, 43]. The most important methods
are the axiomatic approach, operational approach and denotational approach.

Axiomatic Semantics.The first approach to the semantics of programming languages
is the axiomatic approach, which constitutes an implicit form of giving semantics. In
this approach, the meaning of the language is not explicitly defined but given in terms
of properties that the language concepts satisfy. Usually these properties are formally
derived by means of inference rules from a set of axioms.

The current approaches to the semantics of agent communication languages as kqml
and fipa-acl belong to this class. In these frameworks, the semantics of a programP is
defined by a triple

{pre} P {post},
wherepre denotes a precondition that holds before the execution ofP andpost consti-
tutes a postcondition that hold afterwards. For instance, in [30], a semantics of kqml is
presented in which these conditions are based onspeech act theory, which is a model
of human communication [5, 38]. Additionally, following the approach of [45], the ax-
iomatic semantics of the messagetell(ϕ) communicated from the agenti to the agent
j can be defined by:

{Biϕ} tell(ϕ) {♦Bjϕ},
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which expresses that if before the execution of the actiontell(ϕ) the senderi believes
the informationϕ to hold, then afterwards this information is eventually (denoted by the
operator♦) believed to hold by the recipientj.

The axiomatic approach is not generally thought of as a satisfactory way of giving
formal semantics [37]. In general, the knowledge of only its properties is not sufficient
for a thorough understanding of the language. The approach is therefore typically used
to provide preliminary specifications of programming languages, which give the user
insight in the important aspects of the languages. The axiomatic semantics should how-
ever be underpinned by other forms of semantics, in particular anoperationalsemantics
that gives insight in the implementations of the language, and adenotationalsemantics
that provides an exact meaning of the language concepts.

Operational Semantics.An intuitive view of the execution of a program is to describe it
in terms of the evolution of an abstract machine. The state of this machine is comprised
of a control part consisting of the instructions that are to be executed and secondly, a data
compartment that collects the data and information structures that are beingmanipulated.
The execution of the program is then a sequence of subsequent transitions of the abstract
machine, where the point of control moves along the program instructions. This form of
semantics is referred to asoperational semantics[34]. A major advantage of having an
operational semantics is that an implementation of the language can be based upon an
implementation of the corresponding abstract machine. To illustrate the approach, we
consider the following (simplified version of a) transition from ACPL:

〈c ! tell(ϕ) · P, state〉 c ! tell(ϕ)−→ 〈P, state〉 if state � ϕ.
The operational reading of the programc ! tell(ϕ) · P is that provided thatϕ is true
of the agent’s current state, which is noted by the conditionstate � ϕ, it amounts to
sending the informationϕ along the communication channelc, which is denoted by the
labelc ! tell(ϕ), after which the programP denotes the part of the program that will
be executed next. The state of the agent remains invariant under the transition. In the
semantic framework of ACPL, this action of telling information is just one part of a
communication step, the other part is given by the transition of a corresponding agent
in the system that anticipates the receipt of a matching message alongc.

Denotational Semantics.In this methodology, each syntactic entity of a programming
language is assigned a meaning, which is called its denotation. This form of semantics
has the advantage that the different parts of a programming language can be studied in
isolation; i.e., it gives a precise definition ofwhat each individual language concept really
means. To illustrate this approach, we consider the (simplified form of the) denotational
semantics of ACPL.

This semantics makes use ofcommunication histories. A communication history
is a sequence of communication actions that have taken place. There are two kinds of
communication histories: local and global. A local communication history consists of
the communication actions that an individual agent has performed. It contains actions of
the formc!speech act(ϕ) andc?speech act(ϕ). A global history is comprised of the
communication actions that have taken place in a multi-agent system. It contains tuples
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of the form:
(c, speech act1(ϕ1), speech act2(ϕ2)).

Here,c denotes the channel along which has been communicated,speech act1(ϕ1)
andspeech act2(ϕ2) denote the matching communication actions of the sending and
receiving agent, respectively. Matching meansspeech act1(ϕ1) � speech act2(ϕ2).

The semantics[[ ]] of ACPL maps a program to the set of communication histories
that it generates. This is asetbecause programs can give rise to more than one execution
due to non-determinism. For instance, we have:

[[c ! tell(ϕ) · P ]] = {c ! tell(ϕ) · h | h ∈ [[P ]]},

which says that the meaning of the programc ! tell(ϕ) · P is given by the set of local
communication historiesh as generated by the programP , which areprefixedwith the
act of telling the informationϕ along the channelc.

4 Semantic Properties

In defining the denotational semantics of programming languages, the principle ofcom-
positionalityplays a crucial role. This principle states that the meaning of a compound
program can be derived from the meaning of its components. For instance, the denota-
tional semantics of the parallel composition of two agent programsP1 andP2 can be
derived from the denotational semantics of its two programs. That is, the global com-
munication history of the multi-agent programP1 || P2 consisting of matching commu-
nication actions can be derived from the local communication actions of the individual
agent programsP1 andP2. Formally, this can be defined as follows:

[[P1 || P2]] = {h | h�P1 ∈ [[P1]] andh�P2 ∈ [[P2]]}

whereh �Pi denotes the projection of the global communication historyh to the com-
munication actions of the agentPi, for i = 1, 2. So, for instance, we have:

[[P1]] = {(c ! ask(p)) · (d ? untell(p)) ∪
(c ! ask(p)) · (d ? tell(p))}

[[P2]] = {(c ? ask(p)) · (d ! tell(¬p))}

[[P1 || P2]] = {(c, ask(p), ask(p)) · (d, tell(¬p), untell(p))}

The reason why the global history(c, ask(p), ask(p)) · (d, tell(¬p), tell(p)) is not
part of [[P1 || P2]] is that the communication actsd ! tell(¬p) andd ? tell(p) do not
match.

An equivalent formulation of the principle of compositionality is that if one of the
components of a program is replaced by a component that has exactly the samemeaning,
the meaning of the program is preserved. Formally, this is phrased as follows:

If [[P1]] = [[P2]] then for all contextsC we have[[C[P1] ]] = [[C[P2] ]].
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In the area of concurrency, the semantics of programming languages are usually
defined relative to a notion ofobservable behaviour, which exactly captures the aspects
of the behaviour of the systems that an external observer is interested in. In reasoning
about the behaviour of multi-agent systems, we are typically not interested in all details
of the execution of the system. Important aspects are the communication histories and the
agents’ mental states at some specific points during the execution, such as for instance
right before and after a performed communication action.

Furthermore, a semantics is calledcorrect if the observable behaviour can be ex-
tracted from the semantics. As an example we take as our observable behaviour whether
amulti-agent system enters into a deadlock situation or successfully terminates. In order
for the above denotational semantics[[ ]] to be correct, it needs to be refined with dead-
locking behaviour. A solution to this is the introduction offailure sets[6]. In ACPL,
failure sets consist of all communication actions that do not match with the current
communication action that an agent wants to execute next. The corresponing form of
semantics is referred to asfailure semantics.

Finally, the semantics of a programming language can make unnecessary distinc-
tions. This is the case if two programs have a different meaning but this difference
cannot be observed, that is, there is no context in which they exhibit different observable
behaviour. A semantics that does not make such unnecessary distinctions with respect
to the observable behaviour is calledfully-abstract. The failure semantics of ACPL is
proven to be fully-abstract [16].

For instance, consider again theprograms(3)and(4)ofExample3. It canbe formally
proven that there does not exist a context in which the programs(3) and (4) exhibit
different observable behaviour. As the failure semantics of ACPL is fully-abstract, both
programs thus have the same failure semantics. The crucial observation here is that any
communication action that matchesc ! tell(p) alsomatchesc ! tell(p∧q). In general,
we could say that sending a message includes sending all messages that contain less
information. A similar property holds for the anticipated receipt of messages. There is
no observable difference between the following programs(5) and(6):

(5) c ? tell(p)
(6) c ? tell(p) + c ? tell(p ∧ q)

Any communication action that matchesc ? tell(p ∧ q) also matchesc ? tell(p). In
other words, anticipating the receipt of a messages includes anticipating the receipt of
all messages that contain more information.

Once the semantics of a programming language has been established, it allows us to
consider thespecificationandverificationof agent communication. Verification amounts
to the process of checking whether a program satisfies desired behaviour as expressed by
a specification. Specifications are usually defined inwhat is called anassertion language.
An example of an assertion in the assertion language of ACPL is the following assertion
Ψ :

∀i(h(i) = (c, ask(p), ask(p)) → ∃j(j > i ∧
((h(j) = (d, tell(p), tell(p)) ∧ BelB(p))) ∨ h(j) = (d, untell(p), untell(p)))).

If wesuppose thatcanddareone-to-onecommunication channels that connect theagents
A andB, the above assertion expresses that if at some pointi in the communication
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historyh agentA asks agentB whether the propositionp holds then at some pointj later
in history, either agentB tellsA that it believesp to hold after whichB also believes
thatϕ holds or agentB tellsA that it does not believep to hold.

In the above assertion we find an example of aconversation policy[22], namely the
policy that if an agentA is asked by an agentB whether a particular proposition holds
thenA subsequently answersB whether it believes the proposition to hold or not.

Note that both the multi-agent programming language and the assertion language
have their own syntax and semantics. They are linked through the underlying compu-
tational model: A particular multi-agent program satisfies a particular assertion if the
assertion is true for all computations that the multi-agent program gives rise.

In [17], a compositional verification calculus for ACPL is defined. This calculus can
be used to verify that a particular multi-agent system satisfies the above assertionΨ . It
is comprised of rules of the form:

P1 sat Φ1 · · · Pn sat Φn

P sat Φ

whereP denotes amulti-agent program that is composed of the componentsP1, . . . , Pn

andΦ constitutes an assertion that is obtained from the assertionsΦ1, . . . , Φn. These
rules can be used to formally derive the specification of the behaviour of the programP
can from the specification of its components. On the basis of this calculus it is possible to
implement (semi-)automatic verification procedures. This is a subject of future research.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have considered the semantics of agent communication. We have
sketched the research on communication in concurrent programming paradigms, start-
ing with communication via shared variables and resulting in communication in multi-
agent systems. We have considered the four different layers that play a role in giving
semantics to agent communication and themain approaches for developing semantics of
programming languages. On the basis of the ACPL framework (Agent Communication
Programming Language) we have discussed semantic issues involved in programming
agent communication, including communication histories, compositionality, observa-
tional behaviour, failure semantics and full abstractness. Finally, we have considered the
specification and verification of agent communication. In our view, these issues play an
important part in defining a semantic foundation for agent communication languages as
kqml and fipa-acl, which is a subject of further research.
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